
 

The Y helped mother of two become an NPC Figure Athlete 

I had my second child on May 14, 2011 via c-section. Each of my pregnancies were rather tolling 
on my body and included gestational diabetes. One thing that truly helped me through the 2nd and 
3rd trimesters was the YMCA Prenatal Yoga class taught by Ledys. She truly helped me to center 
and connect with my baby. When I delivered Vince I walked into the hospital at 160lbs on my 4'11 
frame, YIKES. I knew that I wanted to get my body back. This is when the YMCA became a HUGE 
part of my life. With the help of the wonderful staff of the Adventure Area I was able to 
comfortably leave my then 3 year old daughter and 6 week old son for a hour and a half while I 
started my fitness journey. When I first began lifting it was on my own at my own pace with the 
routine I had learned in the YMCA Rep Reebok class. I went to the gym 3-4 times a week and kept 
pushing.  
 
I reached a point where I realized I really enjoyed being in the gym. I was working out 5 days a 
week consistently, but felt that I had exhausted my minimal knowledge base. I made the decision to 
meet with Heather Donovan, the then personal trainer at the YMCA to teach me new techniques. 
Heather opened up a whole new world to me. She taught me proper lifting techniques for the 
classic and essential bodybuilding moves. She challenged me to become stronger. In addition, I 
learned how to use kettlebells, the TRX suspension system, and how to push myself through 
grueling plyo circuits. She spent time discussing health and fitness with me; I really enjoyed our 
time together. 
 
I decided I needed a goal to work towards and set out on competing in a bodybuilding competition 
under the figure division. Training for a competition requires long hours in the gym daily. I often 
found my family and I sharing lunch and/or dinner at the YMCA. My daughter takes several classes 
while I train including swim and Mighty Mites. It comes as no surprise that the wonderful staff and 
many other members of the YMCA have become like a second family to us. Without the support of 
the YMCA I would have never made it to my first figure competition!  
 
I am now in my off-season and training for several more figure competitions next spring. Training 
requires that even when I am on vacation I need to stay dedicated to my purpose and the Y-away 
passes allow me to train anywhere. While it is convenient that I can visit other YMCA's while 
traveling, it has given me an even greater appreciation for how wonderfully staffed and equipped 
our Glenwood YMCA truly is!  
 
During this process it somehow no longer became about getting my body back, but becoming an 
example for my children about dedication, strength and persistence. I often say I found my ohm in 
the weight room. I started this process just wanting to maybe not feel completely ridiculous in a 
swimsuit. My idea of healthy was ordering a water and small fry instead of super sizing my meal, 
and I was just hoping that maybe I would actually utilize my membership more than just driving by 
and saying, "We should really go there sometime." I am now an NPC Figure Athlete, motivational 



blogger, I run a motivational facebook page and I am a healthy living enthusiast. "Sometime" has 
turned into "Now". I truly believe that the YMCA helped me find my path in life.    

 
~Nicole Phinney 


